
2013年 12月浙江省大学英语三级考试 参考答案

Part I Listening Comprehension (30marks, 30 minutes)

1-5: ACDAD 6-10:ABCAD 11-15:ADDCB 16-20:CBCBD

21:dangers 22:warn 23:involving 24:harmless

25:conditions 26:surprising 27:shot

28: Frantz still doesn’t know if he’ll ever see again out of his left eye

29: I think they’re optimistic about it.

30: Those fireworks are less likely than an exploding firework to injure somebody

Part II Reading Comprehension (40marks, 40 minutes)

Section A

31-35: CDAAC 36-40: CCCBD 41-45: BABDB

Section B

46-50: HNAGO 51-55: LDJCB

Part III Integrated Testing (15marks, 20 minutes)

Section A

56-60: DBDAA 61-65: ACDBD 66-70: BBAAA 71-75: DBCCD

Section B: Short Answer Questions

76. Network.

77. All types/kinds of information.

78. communication

79. their personal information

80. They have to be careful.

Part IV writing (15marks, 30 minutes)

The living condition of college students has been improved greatly compared with that of

many years ago. But still it is far from satisfactory. Usually four people share a small bedroom,

which may not be equipped with bathroom, air conditioner or TV set. It is likely for roommates to

have quarrels if we fail to adapt this situation. The failure to get along with each other will first

affect our mood. We will feel upset and even depressed. This bad mood will then have a negative

effect on our sleep, appetite and study. Since normally we are not allowed to change our dormitory

after at least one semester, the poor relationship between roommates will be harmful. So we must



be more considerate, tolerant and unselfish in order to have a smooth relationship. For example,

when others are asleep, we should lower our voice and walk quietly. We should also help others

when they are ill or in trouble.

2012年 12月浙江省大学英语三级考试 参考答案

Part I Listening Comprehension

1-5: ACBBC 6-10: BCDBA 11-15: ADCBC 16-20: DACBD

21: citizen 22: licenses 23: marked 24: inconvenient

25: later 26: basic 27: matter

28: If you’re younger than 70,you need a doctor’s note confirming that you are ill

29: You will not get paid very much for your service--$15 a day

30: You could lose a lot of money if you do most of the work for your business

Part II Reading Comprehension

31. C 32. D 33. D 34.A 35. A

36. C 37. A 38. C 39.C 40. D

41. D 42. A 43.C 44. C 45. D

46. J 47. H 48.C 49.M 50. A

51.B 52. 1 53. D 54. N 55. L

Part III Integrated Reading

56. A 57. D 58. C 59. B 60. B

61. A 62. B 63. A 64. A 65. A

66. D 67. C 68. C 69. C 70. B

71. A 72. B 73. D 74. A 75. B

76. plants

77. chicle

78. found by accident

79. less sticky and more stretchy

80. the invention of gum



Part IV Writing

Media and Shopping

Nowadays, the media have been highly developed. People begin to buy many merchandizes

through media.

Media shopping can bring people with many benefits. First, people can buy goods at home.

This can help them save time and energy. They need not to rush to shopping center or supermarket.

Second, buying goods through media can save money for them. Goods sold through media are

usually cheaper than selling in the market.

In my mind, buying goods through media can bring a lot of' benefits to people.However.it

can also bring some shortcomings to them. People should pay more attention to the security to it

because of many cheating in media shopping.

浙江省大学英语三级考试模拟试卷（一） 参考答案

1-5 BCDDA 6-10 BCBDB 11-15 DCBDA 16-20 CCABD

21 tradition 22 mixture 23sign 24 splits

25 prior 26 assist 27 approach

28 Amodern custom has appeared that the bride must feed the first bit of cake to her husband

29 He is expected to handle this incident with grace and good humor

30 To refuse is very unlucky, both for the wedded couple and the person doing the refusing

31-35BDBAC 36-40CBBDA 41-45DADDC

46.I 47.O 48.H 49.L 50.B

51.G 52.N 53.E 54.J 55.C

56-60AACAB 61-65CBCDD 66-70CDAAC 71-75BCDCA

Section B: Short Answer Questions

76. Subjects and levels of achievement.

77. A-level examinations.

78. At the age of 17/One year after taking SCE examinations.

79. It takes longer time and covers more subjects.

80. The head teacher and sometimes an invited guest.



How to Keep Psychologically Healthy

One in four people will experience some kind of mental health problem in the course of a

year. When you fail to manage to control these problems, they are likely to cause various mental

illnesses and, as a result of physiological imbalance, physical illnesses. You may not be able to

live a normal life, let alone fulfilling one.

The causes of mental health problems often vary a lot. from one case to another. In today’s

society, a good number of people are suffering from heavy pressure. Others are lacking in

communication skills and feel they are living in an isolated world. In addition, a lot of people are

ignorant of psychological knowledge about how to keep mentally fit.

There are a lot of ways to cure mental health problems and keep psychologically healthy.

Firstly, find the real cause of your mental health problem and see whether you can do something

to make a change. Secondly, learn to relax yourself and take exercise to release the pressure. After

all, your health is what counts most. Lastly, you may find it helpful to tell a relative or a friend

about your problems, or seek support and advice from a psychological consultant.

浙江省大学英语三级考试模拟试卷（二） 参考答案

Part I Listening Comprehension (30 points)

Section A (10 points)

01-05 ACACB 06-20 CDAAB

Section B (10 points)

11-15 BCABB 16-20 DAAAB

Section C (10 points)

(21)relationship (22)clarify (23)address (24)while (25)circumstance

(26)occurred (27)afterwards

(28)Pressure and heat built up beneath the earth’s surface

(29)one that would explain all the effects that happened

(30) it destroyed homes, forests, and polluted the atmosphere.

Part II Reading Comprehension(40 points)

Section A (30 points)

31-35 BACDB 36-40 DBCAD 41-45 DAABD



Section B (10 points)

46-50 BFKIA 51-55 NLHDE

Part III Integrated Testing (15 marks)

Section A(10 points)

56-60 CABCD 61-65 BCCBD 66-70 BADBA 71-75 ABCAD

Section B(5 points)

76. the role of spelling in writing

77. to avoid using difficult words

78. they pay attention to content rather than technical ability.

79. unfair.

80. the relationship between spelling and the content

Part IV Writing (15 points) （参照四级评分标准且适度放宽）

Sample:

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Hills,

Thank you very much for your invitation. I would like to come to your 10th anniversary. But I

am very sorry to tell you that I need to go to another city to work as an interpreter for a company

during `Nov.15-20. It’s really a pity for me, as you may know how I enjoy being with you,

long-time old friend of mine.

But I will make it up by arranging some other activities when it’s convenient for you two and

me. How about go fishing in a reservoir the first Saturday in December? I am sure you will enjoy

it.

Look forward to your replay.

Happy Anniversary!

Li Hua
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